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1. Introduction

Survival of an existing or a new business depends upon how well it executes its

business strategy. This means converting the business strategy into day-to-day

operational strategies. A variety of reasons create gaps in this conversion process. To

bridge these gaps, a business can use Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system with

dependable system architecture. This thesis defines the concept of Dependable System

Architecture (DSA), evaluation criteria for DSAs and applies those criteria to evaluate

SAP, a leading ERP system.

In chapter 2, the definition for Dependable System Architecture is established;

one of the important components is discussed; some of the important characteristics are

introduced; and criteria to evaluate a system are proposed.

SAP, a leading ERP system, has a complex system architecture, which has many

characteristics of a DSA. Therefore, criteria defined in the chapter 2 are used to evaluate

SAP system. Chapter 3 deals with one of the criteria 'critical analysis of SAP's

architectural framework'. This is a combination of architectural analysis at the SAP

system level, capability analysis of SAP at company level and competitive analysis at the

market level. Also, an analysis for platform leadership is accomplished at the end.

Chapter 4 critically analyzes and evaluates the technical system architecture of the

SAP system. This includes system layers, solution independence nature, installation

architectures and dependability. Also, the traditional and new SAP system architectures

are compared with each other and architecture of SAP NetWeaver is described. Strengths

and weakness of SAP architecture is discussed as well.
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In a company, SAP typically thrives and creates an eco-system. The eco-system

includes many solutions. Most of the possible solutions are discussed in chapter 5 with

emphasis on SAP NetWeaver. The chapter explains how the use of a standard software

platform in SAP eco-system makes the eco-system dependable to businesses. Strengths

and weaknesses of SAP eco-system and mitigation strategy are also discussed from the

perspective of businesses.

Stakeholder analysis helps to improve the implementation and operation

architectures of the SAP system. Chapter 6 identifies SAP system stakeholders in a

typical company and relationships among them. Moreover, the chapter maps the value

flow among the stakeholders and looks at the operational architecture of SAP from an

enterprise and societal context. In the end, SAP's business value proposition is covered in

brief.

In chapter 7, the reasons for SAP service and support processes being critical to

the survivability of the SAP eco-system are discussed.

Analyzing the future trends in SAP technology is critical for the complete

evaluation of DSA. Therefore, chapter 8 explains SAP's Enterprise Services Architecture

(ESA) framework and its relation to dependability. Also, ESA is compared against two

competing Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) frameworks from SAP's competitors.

Chapter 9 is a case study that discusses SAP's Auto ID Infrastructure, RFID

solution, in detail. Chapter 10 is another case study that discusses the emergence of on-

demand Customer Relationship Management (CRM) solution for businesses.

After multiple analysis and evaluations, this thesis concludes that the SAP eco-

system does have Dependable System Architecture for businesses. Again, based on the
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very definition, Dependable System Architecture emerges in order to meet the goals and

objectives of the stakeholders within SAP's surrounding business context.
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2. Defining Dependable System Architecture

2.1 Definition

Software architecture, according to Shaw and Garlan [1], is about "... the

organization of a system as a composition of components; global control structures; the

protocols for communication, synchronization and data access; the assignment of

functionality to design elements; the composition of design elements; physical

distribution; scaling and performance; dimensions of evolution; and selection among

design alternatives." This definition clearly demonstrates the vital essentials of software

system architecture. Defining whether a software system architecture is 'dependable

system architecture' for a business is much harder than this definition. Apart from the

system details, the definition of dependability should also include the function by the

'manifestation' of the software code in its surrounding context.

Therefore, 'dependable system architecture for a business' is defined as "software

architecture that satisfies the underlying requirements behind its existence and manifests

itself to meet the goals and objectives of the stakeholders within its surrounding business

context". The complete creation, organization, management and evolution such

architecture will decide whether it is a 'strategic fit' to a business. Measuring the level of

dependability is a tedious process; however, it is possible to define generic criteria that

will assess the level of dependability of software architecture within a specific business

context. Software is extremely flexible in terms of its configuration and implementation

and that will also play a major role in the level of dependability for a business.
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While addressing about dependability, it is also important to discuss about failure.

Many factors could lead to failures. The usual suspects are the structural defect or design

defect of the software. However, many times the software architecture failures are caused

by the way it is implemented. For example, factors such as configuration errors,

inappropriate system landscape, poorly designed interfaces and also application

integration errors contribute to major architecture failures. Also, it is important to note

that the application integration errors are observable in the behavior of the software

architecture. Application integration errors usually increase the Total Cost of Ownership

(TCO) for businesses. Integration points increase the complexity of a system and

managing the complexity causes the TCO to increase.

Also, it is imperative to note that the business environment could some times

become the source of software architecture failure. According to Jackson [2], any

software-intensive system that interacts with the natural world is potentially vulnerable to

that world's unbounded capacity for varied and novel behavior. Here the 'natural world'

is nothing but the business environment where the software architecture is being used.

Jackson [2] further adds, developing a successful system depends on identifying and

selecting those behaviors that are likely to prove significant, and making soundly judged

decisions about the system properties needed to deal with them effectively. Some of these

statements reiterate the importance of the software configuration and implementation.

System project/program management processes and tools can help to deal with the

implementation and make sound system management decisions. Therefore, it is evident

that deriving necessary system behaviors from the customer requirements is critical to the

architectural dependability.
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2.2 Dependable software platform

To develop dependable system architecture, the first and foremost step is to define

a dependable software platform. According to Fricke [5], platform is a defined set of

common elements and its interfaces. Elements could be architectural essentials such as

system, subsystem, process, organization and component. Once the platform is defined,

then its variants and derivatives create the product family or members of the software

eco-system. In creating the variants, it is vital to consider the flexibility of the system

architecture. As per Fricke [5], flexible system architecture could be shared by family of

system; end up creating an eco-system or system-of-systems

According to Olivier de Weck [4], creation of an eco-system is constrained by

something called 'platform bandwidth'. System variants that are derived from a platform

determine the upper and lower bounds of a platform and this extent are known as

'platform bandwidth'. If development of a system falls out of this extent, the same

platform cannot be used. Therefore, dependable system architecture always ensures its

systems or the members of its eco-system fall within the extent of the 'platform

bandwidth'. Building system variants from the same platform reduces the design and

development time, promotes reusability, decreases the development and implementation

costs and reduces the complexity among the members of the eco-system. Hence, a clear

platform strategy is required along with the system architecture to create an eco-system

or system-of-systems. Use of dependable system architecture would enable a business to

respond to changing market needs faster. So, this discussion illustrates how important

dependable software platform is for dependable system architecture.
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2.3 Improving dependability through flexible adaptation

In order to improve dependability, flexible adaptation to change is crucial. To

manage overall change to the business rules, processes and policies, dependable system

architecture would allow two kinds of change [7]. First, the business domain related

change. The business domain rules are handled by the business system users, who have

no technical knowledge, but by implementing the rules they can adapt to the system in

order to cope with changing business requirements. Second, the system domain related

change. The system domain rules are intended for system developers to add new behavior

without changing the original service implementation.

To allow the above mentioned changes, dependable system architectures should

use 'configuration layers'. The act of configuration will ensure that the system will

evolve according to given constraints such as business and system policies. At a very

technical level, according to [7], the flexibility of adaptation to change is achieved by two

means. The first is the definition of parameterized business rule types. The conditional

parameters can be combined in arbitrary Boolean expressions to provide expressivity, and

priorities among rules of the same type allow distinguishing between general vs.

exceptional cases. The second is at run-time, from the actual data passed to the invoked

service, a configurator component retrieves the applicable rules, parameterizes the service

according to the rules, and creates the necessary binding instances. The bind will

intercept some of the service's functionalities and replace it by the new behavior

associated to the corresponding business rule. So, flexible adaptation to change is one of

the required properties of dependable system architecture.
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2.4 Survivability architecture

Enterprise software architectures are often massive in dimension and highly

complex and they exceed the scope of comprehension of system designers and analysts.

With this unimaginable complexity comes the potential for undetected errors in the

system. While software often causes this problem, its form can be exploited to ameliorate

the difficulty in what is referred to as survivability architecture [8].

Let's review one of the famous definitions. Survivability [9]: "A property of a

system, subsystem, equipment, process, or procedure that provides a defined degree of

assurance that the named entity will continue to function during and after a natural or

man-made disturbance". Therefore, for a given system architecture, survivability must be

qualified by specifying the range of conditions over which the entity will survive, the

minimum acceptable level or post-disturbance functionality, and the maximum

acceptable outage duration. Therefore, dependable system architecture is survivable if it

complies with its survivability specifications [10]. Some may even argue that

survivability and dependability are equivalent. However, this research considers

survivability as one of the critical elements of dependable system architecture.

Survivability view is analogous to the informal view of reliability. It states that

the system rarely or never fails. However the formal definition of reliability is the

following. As per [9]: "The ability of an item to perform a required function under stated

conditions for a specified period of time and the probability that a functional unit will

perform its required function for a specified interval under stated conditions".
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As per [10], here are the characteristics of systems that affect its survivability.

" System Size

o Systems are very large

o They are geographically diverse and topologically complex

o Large numbers of heterogeneous computing, storage and network elements

" Externally Observable Damage

If the damage is extensive, it will be visible to the users of the system in the form of

deteriorated quality of service.

" Damage and Repair Sequences.

o Sequence of events that might occur over time in which each event causes

more damage

o Users of the system might experience progressively less service

" Time-Dependent Damage Effects.

The impact or loss associated with damage tends to increase with time.

o Heterogeneous Criticality

The requirements for dependability of systems are considerable but the requirements vary

with time.

* Complex Operational Environments

o Operating environments of the systems vary significantly across the eco-

system

o Operating environments include unprecedented complexity

" Various sources could contribute to accidents or failures
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2.5 Survivability architecture and fault tolerance

One of the ways to acquire survivability architecture is to have system

architecture with fault-tolerant design. However, the specifications of survivability don't

have to correspond exactly to the specifications of fault tolerant design. The role [8] of

survivability architecture is to provide the necessary system-level framework to

implement the fault tolerance necessary to meet the system's survivability goal.

Dependable system architectures should have in-built fault tolerance capability.

Even when some of its subsystems fail, the overall system continues to provide remaining

services through its other operating subsystems. The total failure of the system is an

unexpected phenomenon for the fault tolerant capable system that is well aligned with the

system's survivability goal. In order to accomplish fault tolerance, this research

recommends Reconfiguration-Based Fault-Tolerance approach.

Reconfiguration could be defined as architecture initiated change to the

configuration of software application during its runtime. According to [11], based on

where the change occurs, two kinds of reconfiguration is possible.

1. Component level reconfiguration: Any change to the configuration parameters of

single components.

2. Architectural level reconfiguration: Any change in the application topology in terms of

number and locations of software components.

Type 1 reconfiguration is recommended when the software modules or subsystems are

loosely coupled and there are no dependencies among them. On the other hand, type 2
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reconfiguration is recommended when there are critical dependencies between the

software modules or subsystems. If the architecture follows systems-of-system model,

then it is very possible to apply component level reconfiguration.

Let's discuss about the elements that should be built-in to the reconfiguration

functionality. First of all, the basic premise of this approach requires monitoring of the

managed software application to detect failures at component, subsystem or system level.

Second, making use of reconfiguration for error recovery and bringing the system state to

the desired level or fault free operational level. Reconfiguration at run time requires pre-

defined system parameters, rules and system policies. While building the policies, it is

important to consider all possible cause of faults or failures. Also, there should be a set of

policies for the unexpected faults or failures. Many times, unexpected faults or failures

will end up requiring architectural level reconfiguration.

Another vital consideration to reconfiguration is the 'constantly evolving' nature

of the system and its architecture. This often requires innovative hardware or software or

network based fault-tolerant mechanism. In sum, dependable system architectures have

built-in fault tolerant mechanisms that are well aligned with its system survivability goals.

This process ultimately strengthens the survivability architecture of a complex system or

system-of-systems. So, system managers should always recognizes the subtle difference

between survivability and fault-tolerance. This is also conspicuous from the above

discussion.
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2.6 Self-Healing architectural model

Dependable system architectures should have some level of self-healing ability.

The basic premise behind self-healing architecture is that the causes of the errors or faults

or failures are known to or expected by the system architects. The problem could be

software or hardware or network related. As soon as the problem is detected by the

system, the architecture performs a 'diagnosis'. If the diagnosis indicates that the problem

is a known one, the architecture informs the problem to a system management module

called 'autonomous problem manager' (APM). APM engine has a database where all the

known problems and their solutions are maintained. The solutions are typically in the

form of scripts. When the appropriate set of scripts is executed with appropriate

prioritization by the APM engine, the script performs series of actions that fixes the

known problem and brings the system component to availability.

Diagnosis Engine Database Selected Scripts
Diagnosis Script 1 Problem 1 - Solution Script 1 Solution Script m
Diagnosis Script 2 Problem 2 - Solution Script 2 Solution Script n

Diagnosis Script n Problem n - Solution Script n Script Prio ation &
Execution

Figure 2-1 Self-Healing Model - Autonomous Problem Manager (APM) Solution Script m
Solution Script n

The system or subsystem with the problem could be on the fault-tolerant mode (some of

the system services are still available) or on the complete failure mode. The self-healing

architecture with the help of the APM engine brings the system or subsystem back to the

complete problem-free availability state. This system management function and APM

could be services running on a stand-alone or shared hardware.
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2.7 Evaluation criteria

Proving that a system has dependable architecture is extremely complex. However, it

is possible to assess how well a software system or family of software systems meets

some of the criteria for dependable system architecture. The following criteria are based

on a pragmatic approach to architectural evaluation. Many of the important system

properties that we discussed earlier in this chapter could be identified and validated using

these criteria.

* Critical analysis of system architecture proves that the system is dependable enough

for a business at present and in future.

* Technical system architecture exhibits the characteristics of standardized stable

technology, easily separable layers or tiers, componentized logical software units and

system of systems arrangement.

" The software eco-system has a clear boundary. The components of the eco-system

use common components (e.g. reusable software platform).

" Stakeholder analysis is clearly defined; helps facilitate the implementation

architecture through the program/project management organizations.

" System development models are comparable with industry-wide models. Also, best

business practices are clearly spelled out and optimized for a particular industry use

or a conglomerate company use.

* Future trends in the evolution of system architecture show a sense of industry

technology leadership. Also, the upcoming products exhibit many of the

characteristics of dependable system architecture.
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3. Critical Analysis of SAP System Architecture

A framework for critical analysis of system architecture was developed by the

author as part of the System Architecture (ESD.34) course at MIT. This developed

framework is used to critically analyze the SAP system.

3.1. Analysis of the SAP system boundaries and functions

3.1.1. Corporate and functional strategies

* Be a recognized leader in providing collaborative business solutions (e.g. Enterprise

Resource Planning (ERP), Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Supply

Chain Management (SCM) etc.)

" Serve all types of industries (e.g. Aerospace, Automotive, Pharmaceutical, High-tech,

Non-profit)

" Provide solutions for every major market segments(Small, Mid and Large enterprises)

" Leverage experience and knowledge to deliver a comprehensive range of solutions to

empower every aspect of business operations.

" The market scope of SAP software is to provide functionalities to Finance, Human

Resources, Manufacturing and Customer Service organizations so that these

organizations and industries can execute their business strategies effectively.

3.1.2. Industry competitive analysis

Major competitors for SAP in the ERP software space are ORACLE (+PeopleSoft,

JD Edwards), Microsoft and Computer Associates. Competition from these matured

companies exist, however, currently enterprise software industry is going through major
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consolidation. SAP possibly faces threat of new entrants. However, high capital

requirements and the SAP's brand name pose a high entry barrier to other entrants. SAP

is the leader in many of the ERP related market.

As per the 'January 2006 SAP FACT SHEET' released by the company's investor

relations department, based on software revenue, SAP is the #1 business software

supplier in every industry and solution segment. The company's share against its next

three largest competitors is 62% globally and 47% in the United States.

RAatJe Peor GrOup Share

rP4ng 4 quntrs I aed on softwar keent. r#enues
Siabel 9%

Mcoot13%

AP$2%

Source: SAP Investor Relations

Figure 3-1: SAP- Relative peer group share

In addition, across the world, SAP also provides business support, consulting and training

services, giving the company a well-diversified global revenue stream.

Rwenv Ieuaktwn by Ie#InV - FY MS e usenou Irakdoe by Abtilfty -FY tOot
In i dbNts poromnt cbanrq. pmrcnt cenart
In f u~losra Iwi In 4 9wlions I prcoitag.

Trin ST oOn 343

4%%

+24% +23% 2J139 dav273

Source: SAP Invstor Reiatons 37%
Source: SAP 2nestnr Retlaions

Figure 3-2: Revenue breakdowns by region and activity
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SAP's market position and performance are sharply reflected in its stock price.

SW Pe hu*oUP Reaiwtma -e.. k&m PH4

U Oracle 0 Siebel Sys. N Microsoft N SAP

120% i

00%

70%

Dec 04 Mar 05 Jun 05 Oct 05 Dec 05

Source: SAP Investor Retations

Figure 3-3: Stock price performance (SAP peer group)

The Leader:

Also, to exemplify SAP's market leadership, here is a magic quadrant from

Gartner, Inc. Gartner places SAP in the 'Leaders Quadrant' for the ERP Manufacturing

Mid-market. The Leaders Quadrant (as per Gartner): Leaders deliver with strength in

today's market and also have a well-developed vision for supporting and influencing the

market of the future.

Magic Quadrant for the ERP Manufacturing Midmarket, 2005

Challenges Leaders

CAD MPG/PRO

Ability 0

to * SSAERPLN 'IFS
Execute S M M osdtAxapta

0 Mapics SytUne ERP
SS 0 1ERP LX Int enla Application Suite

E Business

Niche Players Visionaries
Completeness of Vision -

Source: Gartner (June 2005)

Figure 3-4: Gartner's magic quadrant for the ERP manufacturing mid-market, 2005
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The challenge:

According to Gartner, the technology transformation to a service-oriented

architecture (SOA) will have the largest effect on redefining the ERP mid-market since

the term "ERP" was coined. This technological improvement will require large R&D

investments to totally re-engineer a great deal of code - an effort that will not provide

vendors with an immediate return on investment (ROI) and will put additional pressure

on their survival.

3.1.3. Customers & Needs

Customers:

High-level: Business Enterprises across the Globe.

Needs:

" Day to day business operations of companies require sophisticated and robust

enterprise software systems

" Different business units of an organization have diverse computing needs for

executing their application algorithms

" Integration between application modules is mandatory

" Enterprise systems should run on variety of platforms and hardware

" Enterprise users demand ease of use

Here are some of the SAP's major customers who run its enterprise resource planning

software system. This list has been categorized by sector and by industry. It shows how

complex SAP's system architecture has to be so it could meet the needs of variety of
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customers. As we know, even companies within a same industry and sector have

differing business needs and computing requirements.

Many of these companies use core SAP R/3 ERP system to meet their critical needs.

To satisfy the specific needs, some of these customers buy Industry Solutions from SAP.

Industry Solutions use the same SAP's standard technology platform but support industry

specific business processes.

Company Sector Industry
BP Basic Materials Major Integrated Oil & Gas
General Electric Conglomerates Conglomerates
BMW Consumer Goods Auto Manufacturers
Canon Consumer Goods Photo. Equipment & Supplies
Coca-Cola Consumer Goods Beverages - Soft Drinks
Colgate-Palmolive Consumer Goods Personal Products
Hershey Foods Consumer Goods Confectioners
Home Depot Consumer Goods Home Improvement
Kellogg's Consumer Goods Food - Major Diversified
Nike Consumer Goods Textile, Apparel & Footwear
Procter & Gamble Consumer Goods Cleaning Products
Sony Consumer Goods Electronic Equipment
Department of
Defense Public Defense
Kellogg Foundation Public Non-Profit
MIT Public Education
U.S. Postal Service Public Freight Services
Disney Services Entertainment - Diversified
McDonald's Services Restaurants
Starbucks Coffee Services Specialty Eateries
Target Services Discount, Variety Stores
Apple Technology Personal Computers
Nokia Technology Communication Equipment
Siemens Technology Telecom Services - Foreign
Verizon Technology Telecom Services - Domestic

Table 3-1: Major customers of SAP
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3.1.3. Benefits & Beneficiaries

To Customers:

1. Primary Benefit: Efficient access to real-time enterprise information that enables

execution of business strategies and day to day operations.

2. Non-primary Benefit: Transactional history that protects organizational information

evolution. Improved employee morale and work ethics.

3. Beneficiaries: Inside an Organization: CEO, Board Members, Executive Management

Team, Auditors, Middle Managers and Employees.

The following figure illustrates how Benefit flows to Beneficiaries with SAP-ERP system.

Enterprise Resource Planning System - Function, Form & Beneficaries
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Figure 3-5: SAP value delivery
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To SAP:

Benefit: Sustain leadership position in the Enterprise software industry

Beneficiaries: SAP Stockholders (Benefit is derived through Dividends and stock value

appreciation)

As per [12], SAP has produced strong returns to its shareholders. Driven by a 10 year

compound annual growth rate of 20% in revenues and 22% in pro forma operating

income, SAP has generated a 15% compound annual growth rate in its stock price.

Benefit 1: Dividends to Stockholders
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Figure 3-6: SAP AG dividends

Benefit 2: Stock value appreciation
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Figure 3-7: SAP AG ADR share price
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3.1.4. Overall capability & Competence of SAP AG.

SAP is the world's largest inter-enterprise software company and the world's

third-largest independent software provider. SAP AG is headquartered in Walldorf,

Germany. SAP software is being used by 12 million users world-wide. There are 96,400

system installations and 1,500 partners. SAP's human capital includes more than 34,000

people in more than 50 countries. The Company lists more than 32,000 customers in

more than 120 countries. 75% of the Fortune Global 1,000 companies run SAP software.

3.1.5. Available technology

" SAP provides real-time transactional information access through 3-tier computing

system architecture (Tier 1: Database Layer; Tier 2: Application Layer; Tier 3:

Presentation Layer). That's why SAP is often called R/3. (R/3: Real Time/3-tier)

" SAP's Enterprise Services Architecture provides Service Oriented Architecture

(SOA) support. This means, SAP system applications could be accessed as services.

" Web Application Server is the state of the art service providing product and

Netweaver is the integrated platform.

" SAP manages the complexity through its sophisticated layered approach and it is a

Database, Operating System and Platform Independent solution.

" SAP Auto-ID Infrastructure (AII) is the RFID solution from SAP. This will meet the

emerging RFID needs of its customer base.

" The SAP Exchange Infrastructure (SAP XI) provides open integration technologies

that enable process-centric collaboration among SAP and non-SAP systems.

" And much more....
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3.1.6. Regulatory Environment (Supported Standards, Principles and Laws [13])

1. International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS): IFRS is often known as

International Accounting Standards (IAS) is a set of accounting standards and issued

by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB). The European Union (EU)

is requiring most publicly traded companies to issue consolidated financial statements

according to IFRS.

2. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP): A standard established by the

Accounting Practices Board of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants

(AICPA).

3. US Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX): The Sarbanes-Oxley Act has broad implications for the

ways organizations manage, monitor, and report on assets and operations.

4. Segregation of duties analysis: Sound corporate governance and compliance

management begins with effective security controls and real-time prevention of user-

rights violations.

5. Basel II: Basel II has important implications for corporate borrowers around the

world. Members of the Basel Committee include the Group of Ten, or G10 countries.

Basel II establishes requirements for banks to manage the risks of issuing loans.

6. Human Resources: Local employment, payroll, tax reporting, safety and other

regulations place growing demands on global enterprises.

7. USA PATRIOT Act (Public Law 107-56): US Federal law designed to curb terrorist

activities. Because of the disclosure requirements, the law impacts SAP financial

transactions.

SAP offers processes and tools to support all of these standards, principles and laws.
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Reaulatory Authorities: (Who may directly or indirectly impact SAP information)

1. US Department of Homeland Security (DHS)

2. US Regulatory Authorities

3. US Internal Revenue Service (IRS)

4. European Union (EU)

5. Group of Ten (GI0) countries

6. World Trade Organization (WTO)

7. International Organization for Standardization (ISO)

3.1.7 Intellectual property and R&D

Inventions and innovations are the way of life at SAP in order to meet the

competitive enterprise software environment. SAP has thousands of patents approved and

filed with United States Patent and Trademark (USPTO).

SAP Labs [13] represents a dynamic community within SAP's global research and

development (R&D) organization, sharing insights and promoting creativity on a

worldwide basis. With operations in Bulgaria, France, India, Israel, Japan, and North

America, SAP Labs integrates ideas and leading-edge technologies that address the needs

of specific industries and geographic regions, and keep SAP and its customers at the

forefront of business success. SAP Ventures [13] is SAP's venture capital arm. Since

1996, SAP Ventures has been investing in companies that offer exciting new

technologies and applications. It invests selectively in emerging technology that

combines large market potential with high growth opportunity.
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3.2. Analysis of SAP system goals

3.2.1 Precise terms of Product Development

SAP software should be developed using the best methodologies and models that

are available in software product development arena. Waterfall Model, Spiral Model and

combination of both waterfall and spiral software development models are used to

develop or modify SAP software.

3.2.2 Derived from user Needs

System goals are often derived from the customer requirements. Since SAP has

variety in its customer base, it is very difficult to decide the overall system goals. SAP

uses its resources and organizational capabilities to manage customer requirements.

3.2.3 Corporate strategy, regulations, competitive analysis

SAP AG's strategic direction often has an impact on SAP's system architecture.

Also, regulators often impose regulations and laws that have impact on architecture.

Sometimes, emergence of new technology from competitor makes SAP to change its

system goals.

3.2.4 Statement of goals

" Provide sophisticated enterprise system environment for businesses around the world

" Help organizations to meet their important IT needs

" Provide organizations an ability to integrate functional silos and help achieve one

single enterprise
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" Constantly provide software patches to meet the changing regulatory environments

and address software security concerns

" Provide companies with reliable, robust and scalable information management system

* Relentlessly provide new information subsystems that work seamlessly with SAP

core system to meet the emerging technological complexities

* Provide system methodologies, rapid SAP implementation drivers and training to the

customer base

3.2.5 Goals defined by the Chief Architect

In SAP's case, the chief company architect has defined some ambitious goals for SAP.

Enterprise Services Architecture (ESA):

As per [13], ESA is SAP's blueprint for service-based, enterprise-scale business

solutions that offer the increased levels of adaptability, flexibility, and openness required

to reduce total cost of ownership (TOC). It combines SAP's experience in enterprise

applications with the flexibility of web services and other open standards. The SAP

NetWeaver platform is the technical foundation for ESA.

SAP NetWeaver:

According to [13], SAP NetWeaver is a comprehensive integration and

application platform and it works with the existing IT infrastructure to enable and

manage change. With SAP NetWeaver, organizations can flexibly and rapidly design,

build, implement, and execute new business strategies and processes.
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Mendocino:

Project Mendocino is enterprise software collaboration between SAP and

Microsoft. Mendocino is the first joint product and is designed to transform how

information workers access enterprise applications.

3.3. Analysis of the SAP system concept

3.3.1 Options and opportunities

Alternative system concepts are continuously proposed, piloted, and critically

examined along with business frameworks. New opportunities are explored to provide

solutions to old or new customers by SAP.

3.3.2 Key metrics and drivers

SAP makes sure that the key system metrics such as system response time,

database response, average CPU load, average memory use and number of concurrent

users are monitored and linked properly to customer service level.

3.3.3 Product/System life cycle

SAP Product/System life cycle is revised annually or monthly or weekly as

appropriate by the Product Management teams. System bugs are identified year around

by the development team and customers. SAP supplies the bug fixes to the customers as

early as possible. This helps customers to maintain their system stability.
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3.3.4 Failure modes

Failure modes are identified and documented properly. System redundancy tools

are incorporated into the SAP system. The information is written on multiple disks.

Proper backup procedures are documented. Many of the SAP's systems and subsystems

have built-in fault-tolerant capability. In the SAP eco-system, even when some

components or subsystems fail, other components of the overall eco-system continue to

operate and provide services to the users.

3.3.5 Trade-offs and optimization

In the SAP system, trade-offs always exist among the different subsystem

components. However, managing the trade-offs and optimizing the complete system are

going to be key in the efficient system management. Also, 'SAP defined' best practices

exist to help the customers.

3.4. Allocation of SAP functionality and definition of interfaces and

abstractions

3.4.1 Decompose form and function

Decomposition is done using logical work units. SAP system includes multiple

subsystems, application layers and functional modules. Within the software, there are

many application architectures that make the SAP more complex. However, through a

common transport system, SAP manages the management of different architectures and

sub systems. Therefore, SAP system could be called as 'System of Systems' because the

elements within SAP have managerial and operational independence.
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3.4.2 Allocate functionality to elements

Allocating functionality to different elements is very carefully orchestrated. User

needs of the SAP constantly changes. Therefore, allocation of functionalities is carefully

determined with the use of proper trade-off analysis and thorough business analysis.

3.4.3 Define interfaces between subsystems

Interfaces are the most complex system components in SAP. Establishment of

interfaces is based on the underlying business needs. Different technologies and protocols

are employed in creating interfaces. The relationships that are created using interfaces are

carefully defined and documented.

3.4.4 Configure the subsystems

Configurations of the system and subsystems are done in a static or dynamic

system environment. Specific transactions exist at the system level to help create and

maintain the configuration. Configuration specialists accomplish their goals by

considering the user and business needs. SAP offers both Component level

reconfiguration [11] and Architectural level reconfiguration [11]. These reconfigurations

could be accomplished during the design time and runtime as well. This is one of the

important properties of dependable system architecture.

3.4.5 Create the structure of the system

Finally, when including and packaging all the system components, a complex but

complete architecture of an enterprise system emerges. The complete structure of the

system is properly documented using system tools.
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3.5. Evaluation for dependable system architecture

Having discussed and covered many components of SAP's architectural

framework, let's focus on constructing an architectural interrelationship diagram that

displays the 'Dependability' of SAP's system architecture to businesses. This step by step

approach augments elements and makes an attempt to connect the SAP system

architecture, SAP AG's business case and customer value proposition.

Insight

Client-Server Enterprise
Real-time Customer

Technology & Needs
ESA

Figure 3-8: Architectural interrelationship diagram I

Product innovation usually starts at SAP to exploit a new technology or by having

understood the burning needs of enterprise customers across the globe. When look with

an 'Insight', apparently 'Client-Server Real-time Technology & ESA' and 'Enterprise

customer needs' are the most visible components.

Client-Server
Real-time Enterprise

Technology & Customer
ESA Needs

Pro ct
Goals Solutions

SAP System Enterprise
Architecture Business

(Benefit) Case ($)

Figure 3-9: Architectural interrelationship diagram II
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During the 'Conceive' phase of product development process, system architecture

and the business case proceeds in an interactive manner. Either the available technology

or the customer need could be the primary driver as long as they move parallel with a

rhythm. Business case creates the 'product/system goals' and that become the basis for

the system architecture. Therefore, system architecture becomes the answer to the

business case.

Client-Server Enterprise
Real-time Customer .

Regulations & Technology & Needs opetiusess
Standards ESA Softwarene

Environment
Product

Goals
Solutio

SAP System Enterprise
SArchitecture Business

(Benefit) Case ($)

Figure 3-10: Architectural interrelationship diagram III

In SAP's case, regulations & standards set by their respective body impact the system

architecture. For example, SAP cannot provide enterprise software solutions in the US

without complying with Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX). Also, SAP cannot be a provider of

enterprise software systems without meeting the software standard requirements of

International Organization for Standardization (ISO).

On the other hand, competitive enterprise software business environment impacts

SAP's business plans. For example, SAP has to meet the challenge posed by Oracle
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Corporation's buy out of PeopleSoft and Siebel. Factors such as regulations, standards

and competition are typically external drivers that SAP has no control over.

Client-Server Enterprise
Real-time Customer

IRS & DHS Technology & Needs Competitive
Regulations ESA Software Business

Product Environment

Goals
Organizational Solutio Organizational
Competence of SAP System Enterprise S ategy of SAP AG

SAP Architecture Business
(Benefit) Case ($)

Figure 3-11: Architectural interrelationship diagram IV

To conceive, design, develop and implement the product / system, organizational

competence of SAP AG is critical. SAP's organizational competence includes physical

capital, human capital, intellectual capital and organizational capital possessed by SAP.

On the other side, mission and goals of the product/system should align with the

respective components of the organizational strategy.
Client-Server Enterprise

Real-time Customer
IRS & DHS Technology & Needs Competitive
Regulations ESA Software Business

Product Environment

Goals

Organizational Solutio Organizational
Competence of Architecture Enterprise Strategy of SAP AG

SAP AG (Benefit) Case

Legacy Business

Elements Areas

Figure 3-12: Architectural interrelationship diagram V
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Legacy products related concerns need to be addressed in the new or enhanced system

architecture. Once the new product is developed, it needs to be marketed and sold to the

customers with the help of SAP AG's other business areas such as marketing and sales.

Insight

Client-Server N;Z7 Enterprise
Real-time Customer

IRS & DHS Technology & Needs Competitive
Regulations ESA Software Business

Environment
Product

oals Organizational
Organizational Solutio Strategy of
Competence of Architecture Enes SAP AG

SAPAG(Benefit) Case($

Legacy Business
Platform Products

Lines

Products (value to users)
Profits (value to stakeholders)

Information Transparency (value to business community)

Figure 3-13: Architectural interrelationship diagram VI

In the last step, the system architecture process creates the common dependable

software platform for SAP. This platform is common to many products. On the other side,

creation of a product line happens and it moves through the business channels and

reaches the customers. Now it is evident that both the platform and product line are very

well aligned in many aspects.

Finally, the architectural cycle closes and so does the business case cycle. Now,

the commitment of SAP AG to its customers moves from product/system development to

product service and support. As a result, the SAP product/system provides value to the
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users and the customers. Information access and transparency benefit the business

community. In return, SAP AG receives revenue and its shareholders enjoy the stock

value appreciation.
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3.6 Analysis for Platform Leadership

According to Gawer and Cusumano [30], to become platform leaders, firms want their

products to become the foundation on which other companies build their products or

offer their services. The following paragraphs evaluate SAP with the use of 'Four Levers

of Platform Leadership', a framework developed by Gawer and Cusumano [30].

Lever 1: Scope of the firm [301: This deals with what the firm does inside and what it

encourages others to do outside.

SAP possesses extensive in-house capability to create its own complements. Initially,

SAP started with the core ERP system. With opportunities presented over a period of

time, SAP expanded its complements offerings from Business Intelligence (BW) to

Enterprise Portal (EP). Many of its industry-specific applications (e.g. Automotive,

Chemicals) can work as an independent solution or a 'compliment' solution to an

organization's mySAP ERP system. This depends on a company's SAP eco-system setup.

SAP tried to promote its own open source database system to run SAP system but didn't

achieve any major success. SAP relies on companies such as Microsoft and Oracle for the

database component that it requires for the SAP system. SAP also relies on companies

such as Microsoft and IBM for the operating system component that it requires for the

SAP system.

Lever 2: Product Technology [301: This deals with overall product architecture,

interfaces, intellectual property etc.
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SAP systems in SAP eco-system are highly modular. However, the degree of openness of

the interfaces is very low. Most of the interfaces use SAP's proprietary algorithms and

interface components. This makes creating interfaces between SAP and external systems

very difficult. Outside firms have limited information about SAP interfaces. This makes

potential complementors job tougher. However, many companies use this limited SAP

information and have successfully developed complements (e.g. Imaging, Workflow

vendors) for SAP.

Lever 3: Relationship with external complementors [301: This lever centers on

determining how collaborative versus competitive should the relationship be between the

platform leader or wannabe and complementors. There is not enough information

publicly available for evaluating SAP against this lever.

Lever 4: Internal organization [301: This allows platform leaders and wannabes to use

their internal organizational structure to manage external and internal conflicts of interest

more effectively. There is not enough information publicly available for evaluating SAP

against this lever.

The following critique is from author's personal knowledge and professional work

experience. Reading of the book [30] was very helpful in coming up with some of the

following conclusions or recommendations.

* SAP had a tradition of competing with its complementors. It made many of its

complementors to abandon their idea of developing product complements for SAP.
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* There were accusations in the ERP industry that SAP obtained lot of technical

expertise and ideas from its complementors, later turned around, and became their

competitor.

* In the SAP economy, other companies made more money than SAP. For example, at

one instance, SAP sold more Oracle database licenses (for its system) than Oracle

Company itself.

" Regardless of SAP's actions, many complementors offer compliments to the SAP

eco-system. Most of the complementors, however, use their own platform instead of

using SAP's WAS platform. This is mainly due to the proprietary nature of SAP

system and interfaces.

" Based on author's own experience, SAP has been not successful or sophisticated in its

approach to platform leadership. SAP has driven innovation in the ERP industry. But,

it didn't steer the direction of complimentary innovation that was useful to them.

Actually, SAP's business strategy was more useful in making money to many other

companies than SAP itself.

" Based on author's professional experience, SAP is very weak with Lever 3 and Lever

4. SAP has to do lot more work in improving Lever 3 and Lever 4 to become a

platform leader.

" The author suggests the following recommendations with the help of [30].

o SAP should open its interfaces to its platform without giving away to much

information or advantage to its complementors.

o SAP should consider 'availability of complements' as an important strategy to

improve its overall offerings.
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o SAP needs to create a partner alliance with leading enterprise software

companies, database vendors and hardware manufacturers.

o SAP should encourage its complementors use its WAS platform to develop

products. In order to do this, SAP has to share lot more proprietary

information with its trusted partners. By doing so, SAP can make its

compliments that run on WAS perfectly fit into the SAP eco-system thus

reducing TCO to its customers.

o SAP should invest in new technologies through niche start-up companies

through SAP ventures. Later, when the technology matures, SAP can either

buy or spin-off these startups. This mitigates the risk in developing products

for a new technology. Also this way, SAP can acquire new capabilities from

the market place.

o With Oracle, Peoplesoft and JD Edwards mergers, it is high time for SAP to

think about strategies for 'platform leadership'. Because of the complexities

involved in SAP, existing customers will have hard time moving to Oracle. If

Oracle can integrate its acquired components (Peoplesoft and JD Edwards)

into one single package, it could open up possibilities and incentives for the

existing SAP customers to move to Oracle eco-system. But, Oracle will have

lot more work to do to accomplish this task. In the next couple of years, SAP

has to strive to become a platform leader so that many firms in the industry

use SAP WAS as its standard platform to develop their products and services.

o SAP should phase out its old programming environment ABAP (Advanced

Business Application Programming) and fully adapt to Java as its universal
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programming environment. At the same time, provide .Net connectors so that

applications can be developed using Microsoft technologies as well.

o There is nothing wrong with SAP's business strategy of being one stop shop

for all enterprise computing software. But, it needs to cultivate more

complementors who use SAP's standard platform but offer solutions to reduce

SAP's complexity and improve business user experience.

o Finally, SAP needs to evolve its platform while rallying other firms around

these changes.
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4. Technical Architecture of SAP

SAP uses three-tier system architecture to reduce its system complexity and manage risk.

The three tiers are presentation, application and database layers. This chapter analyzes the

technical architecture of SAP from a higher abstraction level to a detailed level.

4.1 SAP presentation layer

SAP Thick client approach: This client could run on any personal computer or work

station or server platform. Regardless of the end-user environment, SAP thick client

seamlessly accesses the SAP core system. The SAP core system could run on any SAP

supported database, operating system or hardware platform.

Thin (web) client approach: An integrated or stand-alone web application server is

available to access the SAP Application server. Now, only an internet browser is required

to access the SAP core system. Currently, SAP bundles a web server component with its

application servers, therefore; a separate web server is no longer necessary. Integrated

web server approach improves the performance of the overall SAP system.

Figure 4-1: SAP 3-Tier Architecture - A Higher Level of Abstraction
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4.2 SAP application layer

SAP application layer is where all the application logic is kept and run. This

application logic directly connects to both the SAP database layer and the presentation

layer. This application layer has capability to interface with external systems and receive

information from even an external logic as well. In a local or wide area network, multiple

application layer components could be run on multiple hardware machines to support

variety of SAP application logic. This application layer not only reduces the load on the

database layer but also helps to improve overall system response time. Apart from

processing business critical application logic, the application layer could also be used to

handle non-critical business services such as 'printing', 'background jobs' etc. This

application layer acts as a buffer for database layer when a request is received from a user.

The user request doesn't reach the database layer but instead it gets processed at the

application layer level. The application layer retrieves information from its own data

buffers and supports the processing of the user request. Buffer validation cycles are built-

in between the application and database layers in order to maintain data validity and

integrity.

4.3 SAP database layer

SAP database layer is where a supported relational database management system

(RDBMS) is kept and run. The complete SAP system is stored in the RDBMS as a

component. The subsystem components and data are distributed across multiple database

tables. SAP utilizes 'one single database' concept to ensure consistency and maintain

reliability of its core real time 3-tier (R/3) ERP system.
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4.4 SAP communications

In the SAP system environment, the systems and subsystems need to

communicate with each other effectively. SAP uses Common Programming Interface -

Communications (CPI-C) standard call interface for applications, which perform direct

program-to-program communications. As per [14], CPI-C was first defined as a

standardized communications interface by IBM in 1987, as part of the SAA standard.

The main advantage of CPI-C is the easy portability of programs to various

system platforms made possible by the common interface. As per [14], the CPI-C

communications interface essentially fulfills the following requirements of program-to-

program communication:

1. Communication setup, 2. Data exchange, 3. Data conversion, 4.Communication

control, 5. Communication close.

The CPI-C interface can be split into two function groups.

" CPI-C Starter Set (Establishing a connection, Data exchange, Closing a connection)

" Advanced Function Calls (Data Conversion, Synchronization and control, Changes in

communication characteristics, Checking of communication characteristics, Security

functions)

The CPI-C interface is available for both C and ABAP (Advanced Business Application

Programming) programming languages.
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4.5 Solution independence

The major advantage of having 3 layers in SAP is to enable software solution

independence. This means SAP's 3-tier could be deployed using majority of RDBMS

software, operating system software and platforms that are available in the market place.

SAP supports all of the following operating systems, RDBMS and platforms.

Operating Systems:

Microsoft Windows Servers, Linux, Solaris, AIX, HP-UX, OS400, z/OS, TRU64

RDBMS:

Microsoft SQL Server, ORACLE, Informix, DB2

Figure 4-2 shows the possible combination of installations for SAP Netweaver.

Figure 4-2: OS/DB Product availability matrix
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4.6 Technical architecture of SAP application server [15]

Traditional Architecture Web Application Architecture

Message Server FMessage Server

G D ispatcher
a Dpatcher Oeue

e (
w Memory
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Internet
Communication
Mnnnvir (WM

Database Database

Figure 4-3: Comparison of architectures

Typically, a business user initiates a request through SAP presentation server. The user

request reaches the Message Server where it gets routed and forwarded to an available

application server. A logon load balancing algorithm facilitates the user request

forwarding process. The request reaches the Dispatcher where it gets assigned an

available work process for business processing. The work-process processes the request

by accessing the application data buffer or the underlying database. The processed

request is then sent back to the user for further business tasks or value addition.
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SAP Web Application Server (WAS or Web AS) is a further development of the

traditional SAP Application Server technology [15]. This WAS is an integral part of

SAP's NetWeaver technology platform. This new WAS infrastructure is capable of

receiving, processing and sending http or https requests from internet or intranet users.

To allow this additional internet capability, the SAP kernel has been given an additional

process called 'Internet Communication Manager' (ICM). ICM is clearly depicted in the

architectural diagram and uses threads to communicate on the internet as a client or a

server. Memory Pipes are used to make the data transfer possible here. ICM could be

accessed through a transaction in the SAP system where it could be administered by a

trained system administrator.

4.7 Installation architecture of WAS [14]

SAP Web Application Server technology supports SAP's own Advanced

Business Application Programming (ABAP) and Java as well. WAS can be installed in

different system variants. Selection of a system variant depends upon the type of system

implementation that meets the underlying business need.

1. SAP Web AS ABAP + Java System

With this system installation variant, both the ABAP engine and Java (J2EE) engine

operates under one system identification. This means one SAP system.
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SAP Web AS ABAP+Java System

Figure 4-4: SAP Web AS ABAP+Java installation variant

2. SAP Web AS ABAP System + SAP Web AS Java System

With this system installation variant, ABAP engine and Java (J2EE) engine operate under

two different system identifications. This means two different SAP systems.

SAP Web AS ABAP System + SAP Web AS Java System

Figure 4-5: Web AS ABAP+Web AS Java installation variant

3. SAP Web AS ABAP System

With this system installation variant, an ABAP engine operates under one system

identification. This means one SAP system.

SAP Web AS ABAP System

Figure 4-6: Web AS ABAP installation variant
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4. SAP Web AS Java System

With this system installation variant, a Java (J2EE) engine operates under one system

identification. This means one SAP system.

SAP Web AS Java System

Figure 4-7: Web AS Java installation variant
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4.8 SAP NetWeaver with WAS

Figure4-8 depicts the relationship between the SAP NetWeaver framework and

SAP Web Application Server (WAS). In this chapter, the focus is on the 'Application

Platform' component of NetWeaver. That component is nothing but the SAP WAS. From

the earlier discussions it is clear that WAS has a robust but dependable architecture. J2EE

and ABAP are the programming environments in WAS that help to connect applications

with the database. Therefore, WAS is the technology foundation of NetWeaver.

c. SAP Web Application Server

I.

e &s aaas a7 TECHED

Figure 4-8: SAP NetWeaver and WAS relationship

WAS supports many open standards and provides web services capability to SAP.

Web services will be discussed in detail in one of the forthcoming chapters. The diagram

has a connector to .Net. This connection enables NetWeaver to make use of the rich

functionalities of .Net. Also, in one of the later chapters, we will discuss about how SAP
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Auto-ID Infrastructure (AII) seamlessly integrate with the other components of the

NetWeaver.

4.9 Reliability of WAS

* Scalability

Scalability indicates the capability of a system to increase performance under an

increased load when resources (typically hardware) are added. SAP WAS offers near

linear scalability (with respect to CPUs/ blades) while offering excellent response times

and is thus well suited for the most demanding of enterprise implementations.

* Security

As per [13], SAP solutions are built from the ground up to ensure the highest

levels of security in the most sensitive environments. SAP follows rigorous security

standards in the design and development of its solutions, and SAP application developers

receive extensive software security training. SAP software development is certified

according to the ISO 9001:2000 standard. SAP software has also been certified according

to Information Technology Security Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC) Level E2 Medium.

In addition, SAP follows a thorough security response process, which includes a security

bulletin to keep SAP customers up-to-date as new security threats and vulnerabilities are

uncovered and addressed.
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4.10 Dependable SAP WAS

It is important to conclude that software architecture of WAS satisfies many of

the computing requirements of businesses. Its 3-tier, by enabling 'solution independence',

makes SAP a preferred choice in enterprise computing. For example, businesses won't

have to choose a different operating system or RDBMS or platform to implement SAP.

Instead businesses could choose the WAS combination in which they have expertise in.

This helps businesses to align SAP with their enterprise technology architecture. Many

companies often find SAP a 'strategic fit' to their businesses.

Companies can rely on SAP WAS because it is the standard software platform for

most of the software offerings from SAP. Many companies, in order to reduce the Total

Cost of Ownership (TCO), tend to buy solutions from the same vendor. If SAP's other

software offerings meet the business needs, companies would prefer to buy other

software products from SAP. In such a scenario, the company already possesses the core

SAP technology expertise. So the Implementation of the new software becomes easy.

More importantly, integrating the new product with the existing SAP product becomes

even simpler. This is mainly due to the standard WAS platform, common communication

protocols and standard business interfaces. System maintenance, monitoring and trouble

shooting activities of the new system are mere replication of the known system activities.

Survivability specifications are clearly defined for the SAP WAS. Many

mechanisms exist in SAP software to ensure survivability. Many Fortune companies

choose SAP because of SAP's reputation to meet the defined survivability specifications.
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4.11 Strengths and Weaknesses of SAP architecture -Business perspective

Many of the strengths of SAP are weaknesses as well. This is a challenge when dealing

with a SAP eco-system.

SAP provides dependable system architecture for businesses in terms of standard

software platform, flexible adaptation, reliable survivability architecture and fault-

tolerance. This thesis details these points in the later chapters.

These strengths require highly trained resources to maintain the SAP systems. This may

work against the interest of small or mid-sized businesses. These businesses cannot

afford to have these resources on-site. Often businesses are afraid to choose SAP systems

mainly because of the perceived complexity and the TCO.

SAP's clear separation of architectural layers provides scalability for the applications and

improves the experience of business-users by shortening system response time.

The same separation of layers makes even small changes to the system very difficult and

expensive. Because of the higher TCO, even requests for small changes to system need to

go through an elaborate approval process.

SAP system supports 'solution independence'. This enables companies to choose their

own hardware, operating system (OS) and database system (DB) based on their own

company policies to run SAP system.

'Solution independence' offers some benefits to the technology operations. However,

during a SAP system crisis, even OS or DB related issues need to be dealt with SAP and

not with the OS or DB vendor. Regardless of the nature of the issue, businesses need to
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rely on SAP for everything. Due to inherent system complexity, only SAP can provide

solution to any SAP related system issue. This reliance puts businesses under huge risk.

Businesses cannot avoid paying SAP for system maintenance, usually 15%, year after

year.

SAP's system installation variants allow companies to use either SAP's proprietary

ABAP (Advanced Business Application Programming) or standard Java based

infrastructure.

This poses a huge challenge to all size of businesses. Most of the existing systems are

installed using ABAP. Some of the new installations are on Java. Even in the Java

environment, many ABAP related system objects need to be accessed which requires

Java professionals trained in ABAP. Still, most of the SAP applications are in ABAP.

This forces businesses to rely too much on ABAP, a 4GL programming language, which

is hardly used by anybody except SAP. This puts a huge constraint on required technical

resources for SAP.
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SAP's business functions have many functionalities which gives businesses many ways

to configure the systems to be suitable for the business purposes.

Small and mid-size businesses don't need many of these functionalities but are forced to

configure and hide these functionalities. This results in complexity and higher TCO.
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SAP system provides standard business processes that meet many of the standards such

as ISO and regulatory requirements such as WTO. For mature businesses, SAP offers

many of the needed BPs and provides a complete enterprise solution.

For many growing companies, SAP business processes may be inflexible. They can even

become barriers to the business growth.

SAP makes use of multiple application architectures and data models to run different

functional modules such as Finance, Material Management and Sales & Distribution.

This difference in architecture shows that different function modules were added to the

SAP core systems at different times. This is how an evolution of an ERP system took

place.

Multiple architectures and data models increase the complexity of SAP software

management. System development becomes harder. System analysts and developers have

to have a complete understanding of the SAP system making 'system development' work

hard and expensive.



5. SAP Eco-System / Solution Portfolio

The dictionary definition of 'eco-system' is the following. "A system formed by

the interaction of a community of organisms with their physical environment". In our

case, the organisms are different SAP software solutions within a single enterprise

environment. Based on the business need, the elements of the SAP eco-system vary

among companies. Since its inception SAP has been offering many software solutions.

Initially, they may be delivered as independent solutions but later they may be

consolidated and delivered as a combined single solution. On the other hand, a single

solution may also get converted into multiple variant independent solutions. Regardless,

the global businesses and their changing needs really dictate these mergers and splits.

5.1 General-purpose applications

SAP General-Purpose Applications [13] cover many aspects of business operations.

These systems provide support to standardized business processes of an enterprise. The

business processes within a system are very integrated in nature and they are highly

customized during the system implementation. SAP calls the following list as mySAP

Business Suite.

1. mySAP ERP: This is a complete, scalable, and effective software for enterprise

resource planning (ERP) with a flexible, open technology platform that leverages and

integrates SAP and non-SAP systems. This is the traditional ERP software solution

that many companies use around the world.
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2. mySAP Customer Relationship Management (mySAP CRM): Enables customer-

centric, end-to-end business processes; supports customer-facing departments such as

marketing, sales, and service.

3. mySAP Product Lifecycle Management (mySAP PLM): Provides an integrated,

single source of all product-related information needed for collaborating with

business partners and supporting processes including product innovation, design and

engineering, quality and maintenance management, and control of environmental

issues.

4. mySAP Supply Chain Management (mySAP SCM): Helps to improve business and

operations processes; Integrates collaboration, planning, execution, and coordination

of the supply chain network.

5. mySAP Supplier Relationship Management (mySAP SRM): Simplifies and

automates the procurement processes; Integrates strategic practices for supplier

qualification, negotiation, and contract management through an analytical framework;

Supports multi-channel supplier enablement.

5.2 Industry-specific applications

Industry-Specific Applications [13] are add-ons to the mySAP Business Suite

applications or to SAP NetWeaver. They perform industry-specific business functions.

For example, SAP Apparel and Footwear application is for the consumer products
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industry. These industry specific solutions are built on the standard SAP WAS platform

and delivered and optimized for NetWeaver.

Aerospace & Defense Automotive Banking

Chemicals Consumer Products Defense & Security

Engineering, Construction Healthcare High Tech

& Operations

Higher Education & Industrial Machinery & Insurance

Research Components

Life Sciences Logistics Service Providers Media

Mill Products Mining Oil & Gas

Postal Services Professional Services Public Sector

Railways Retail Telecommunications

Utilities Wholesale Distribution Add-ons to mySAP

Business Suite Applications

or to SAP NetWeaver

Table 5-1: Available SAP industry solutions
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5.3 SAP xApps composite applications

SAP xApps Composite Applications [13] perform functions spanning multiple

applications, departments, and organizations. They deliver flexible business processes

focused on improving user experience. Examples are SAP xApps for compliance and

SAP xApps for analytics. The portfolio of SAP xApps applications can also come from

SAP certified partners.

5.4 Solutions for small and mid-size enterprises

These solutions provide enterprise functionality to small and mid-size businesses.

SAP Business One [131: SAP Business One is an easy-to-use business and operational

management solution for emerging and dynamic businesses ranging in size from 10 to

several hundred employees.

mySAP All-in-One [131: Each qualified mySAP All-in-One partner solution is a

prepackaged, industry-specific version of mySAP Business Suite with built-in content,

tools, and methodologies for a cost-effective, turnkey implementation.

5.5 The NetWeaver stack

Recently, SAP combined many of its offerings into the NetWeaver stack [15]. To

examine the SAP Eco-system, the NetWeaver stack is a good starting point. The mySAP

Business Suite sits on top of the NetWeaver stack. Adjacent is a group of solutions and
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tools that can help integrate and optimize the transactional and master data from the

mySAP Business Suite of applications. All these components are built on SAP Web

Application Server (WAS) technology. As we know from our previous discussions (in

chapter 4) that WAS can support J2EE or ABAP or both. Based on the available

resources, organizations choose to install different variants of this combination.

mySAP Business Suite
CAM ER P SftM

Source: SAP AG(Takenfim SAP NetWever ter uide )

Figure 5-1: SAP NetWeaver stack

As per [15], apart from mySAP CRM, mySAP ERP and mySAP SRM, the NetWeaver

product stack includes the following components.

SAP NetWeaver Business Intelligence (BW): Helps to integrate data from across the

enterprise and transform the data to drive sound decision-making

SAP NetWeaver Portal (EP): Unifies critical information and applications across the

enterprise to give users role-based views.
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SAP NetWeaver Exchange Infrastructure (XI): Delivers open integration technologies to

support process-centric collaboration across the enterprise value chain.

SAP NetWeaver Mobile Infrastructure (MI): Provides a mobile run-time environment

based on open technology standards for building integrated mobile solutions.

SAP NetWeaver Master Data Management (MDM): Ensures cross-system data

consistency and helps to integrate business processes across the enterprise value chain.

5.6 Future addition to NetWeaver stack

SAP Auto-ID Infrastructure (All): SAP's RFID Solution (Covered in a later chapter).

This is an independent solution and will be integrated into the NetWeaver stack in the

forth coming future. Developing a system for an emerging need and then integrating it to

the NetWeaver stack when it is stabilized is the right strategy. This also ensures

'dependability' of the established software stack.

5.7 mySAP ERP is SAP R/3 (in a traditional sense)

mySAP ERP supports many of the critical business processes an enterprise need.
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9-

Figure 5-2: mySAP ERP solution map

As per [13], Figure 5-2 is known as mySAP ERP solution map. This map shows

how various processes are supported in mySAP ERP. It is a depiction of multilevel

blueprint of processes. This map helps to visualize, plan, and implement the mySAP ERP

solution. It also helps to clarify the business solutions available and the business value

that they can bring.

5.8 Overall Eco-System offers dependability to business

Previous sections of this chapter covered the complete SAP solution portfolio.

The portfolio includes core business applications, industry dependent offerings and

specialty cross functional solutions. These solutions are designed to meet the goals and

objectives of the stakeholders of business within stakeholder's surrounding business

context.
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The biggest advantage of creating an eco-system with these solutions is that they

all use a common software platform. That common platform is derived from SAP's Web

Application Server (WAS) technology. Therefore, this common platform approach

exhibits the 'platform bandwidth' property of dependable system architecture.

Furthermore, as per Fricke [5], 'flexible system architecture can be shared by family of

system; end up creating an eco-system'. So, WAS qualifies for a flexible system

architecture.

The survivability architectures of many of the mySAP solutions are very similar

to each other. However, there may be variations in the survivability specifications among

solutions. Most of these solutions offer component level reconfiguration and architectural

level reconfiguration. This shows 'flexible adaptation to change' another important

characteristic of dependable system architecture.

5.9 Strengths of SAP eco-system - Business perspective

The biggest benefit of a SAP eco-system is 'integration of applications' and the use of

the 'single standard software platform-WAS'.

" Single standard platform allows similar system administration activities, maintenance

tasks, hardware needs and backup procedures. This reduces the cost of maintaining

and running the eco-system infrastructure. Therefore, day to day technology

operations become easier.

" Typically, organizations spend lot of money and resources on integrating applications.

Integrating applications requires system level interfaces. These interfaces increase the
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system complexity. To manage this complexity, more resources are necessary and

this increases the TCO. However, the SAP eco-system enables and facilitates easy

integration of solutions by creating standard interfaces. This brings the overall TCO

down.

* Seamless integration of the components at the system level enables complete

application integration at the business process level. This improves efficiency and

effectiveness of organizational business processes. This enhances productivity of the

business users and system stakeholders. As a result, employee morale improves and

the customer service level goes up.

" Integration at various levels of an eco-system improves the ability to offer new

functionalities to the business users and smoothes the change management process in

an organization.

" SAP eco-system reduces the overall system risk and minimizes the disruptions to the

ongoing business processes because it is dependable system architecture.

5.10 Weaknesses of SAP eco-system - Business perspective

The previous section 5.9 is applicable to an ideal eco-system. In the real business

world, ideal situations never exist because the SAP eco-system is created over a period of

time. This creates SAP System-of-Systems (SOS) instead of a perfect SAP eco-system.

The reason to introduce SAP SOS here is to emphasize of the managerial and operational

independence of SAP eco-system components. For example, mySAP ERP is typically

owned by the Finance Department whereas mySAP CRM is owned by the Marketing and

Sales. On the other hand, IT department looses control of how an IT (SAP) system should
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be run but is forced to maintain the SAP technical infrastructure such as hardware, and

operating system software. Also, these stakeholders make decisions based on their own

organizational understanding and department capabilities. This converts the perfect SAP

eco-system into SAP SOS. Given the SOS nature, variety of weaknesses exists in

maintaining and running a heterogeneous SAP eco-system.

" The notion of single standard platform appears to be true only at the surface. The eco-

system solution uses different versions of platform WAS. Often, huge architectural

differences exist among versions of WAS. Just managing this incompatibility could

become a nightmare for IT departments.

" SAP keeps releasing patches for its products in the form packages. (SAP calls them

'Support Packages'). Different versions of WAS require different level of support

packages. These support packages have unique characteristics and they could easily

break applications. Major strength of SAP eco-system is application integration.

However, during the application of support packages, the same 'application

integration', due to heavy dependency between components, causes the application to

break. This can be fixed by rigorous testing. However, this may convert a small patch

application in to a 'system project'. These projects require participation of resources

from a variety of departments. Overall, this increases the TCO.

* This 'software update' complexity and costs, many times, force organizations to stay

on with their older SAP versions. After some time, the SAP eco-system could become

heterogeneous complex System-of-System setup.
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To manage these pitfalls, companies should adapt the following best business practices.

" Considering SAP Program Management as a separate department is useful. The goals

and objectives of this department should be set by stakeholders from departments

such as Finance, IT, Marketing and Sales and Human Resources.

" Resources (technical/business/change management/project managers) should be

dedicated to maintain the SAP eco-system year around

" An elaborate communication strategy is required to notify the business users about

the SAP updates and happenings.

* Organizational SAP budget should be allocated from different departments instated

from one single department. This distributes the control over decision-making.

* Implementation of SAP, most of the time, changes the way organizations do business.

So, it is important to have a strong change management team involved in

communicating and implementing polices and procedures.

" SAP Program Management organizational structure should be created in a way to

meet the needs and requirements of SAP eco-system and its stakeholders.

* Some of the important goals of SAP Program Management are the following:

o Keeping the 'change' in SAP eco-system always in control

o Reducing the system complexity with the use of best business practices, tools,

and system methodologies.
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5.11 Stages of SAP system implementation

5.11.1 Initial implementation

Overall Complexity: High; Resources Required: Large (Consultants and system experts

are needed temporarily); Cost: High.

This is the most crucial stage and the system success is based on this stage. Initial

implementation costs are quite high. An analysis phase should include identifying crucial

business processes (BP), BP flow mapping to SAP BPs and GAP Analysis. GAP analysis

helps to identify the process gaps. (Organization's AS-IS and TO-BE ). Typical

recommendations from the GAP analysis and their implications are as follows.

Recommendations Organization's Short-term/Long-term

Willingness to change Implications

Adapt to SAP Very low; High resistance Complexity: High / Low

recommended BP may come from BP owners TCO: Low / Low

Custom Interface Very high; low resistance Complexity: High / High

from BP owners TCO: High/High

3rd party software Medium; resistance may Complexity: Low/ High

arise from BP owners TCO: High/High

Table 5-2: Stages of SAP Implementations

The analysis phase is followed by design, construction and implementation phases of a

typical system implementation methodology.

5.11.2 System stabilization stage

Overall Complexity: Medium; Resources Required: Medium (Some of the consultants

may be rolled-off): Cost: Medium.
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This stage comes right after the initial implementation stage. Some of the external

resources are still retained.

5.11.3 Operational stage

Overall Complexity: Low: Resources Required: Few (only the trained organizational

resources); Cost: Low.

This stage comes right after the system stabilization stage. All external resources

are rolled-off. This stage continues until the organization decides to go for a support pack

upgrade or for a major system upgrade.
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6. Stakeholder Analysis

As per [19], stakeholder analysis is a process used to catalog, rank, and assess the

positions of the individuals, groups, and organizations (internal and external to an

organization) affected by or interested in the organization, issue, program or policy being

considered. In our case, the program refers to the SAP Project/Program. Performing

stakeholder analysis helps to improve the implementation and operation architectures of

the SAP system. As we discussed in the earlier chapters, both system implementation and

operation have major impacts on the system dependability.

6.1 Stakeholders

Here is the list of stakeholders who contribute to SAP eco-system's dependability.

This list comes from author's own professional experience.

External to an organization or Business:

SAP AG, System Integrators, 3r Party Software Providers, Hardware Vendors,

Component Suppliers.

Internal to an organization or Business:

SAP Software Owner, Executive Committee, Project Sponsor, Project Manager,

Technical Team Lead, Functional Team Lead, System Developer, System Administrator,

Change Manager, System Integrator, Internal consultants, Security Specialist, Internal

Auditor, End-Users, Business Analysts, System Analyst, and Trainer.

Following sections will describe the relationship between these different stakeholders.
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6.2 Hierarchical relationship

SAP Software Executive
Owner Committee

SAP Project
Sponsor Internal Auditor

SAP Project
Manager

Technical Team Functional Team Change Mgmt.
Lead Lead Lead

ABAP / JAVA Business
Developer(s) Analyst(s)

System (WAS) System
Administrator(s) Analyst(s)

System Trainer(s)
Integrator(s) Of End-User

Internal Internal
Consultant(s) Consultant(s)

Security Figure 6-1: SAP Project organization
Specialist(s)

This hierarchical relationship shows the typical reporting relationships within a

SAP project/program management organization. From author's professional experience,

this hierarchy seems typical; however, slight variations may be possible in some

organizations.
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6.3 Value flow mapping

SAP AG 3rd Party
Vendors

SAP
Software Executive
Owner Committee Security

SAP Project Specialist
Sponsor

System
Integrators Internal

Auditors

SAP Project Business
Manager End-Users

Change
Technical Functional Mgmt. Lead

Team Lead Team Lead

System BuiesTrainer
(WAS) BAsiness

Administrator Security

Specialist

AVA System
JVApe System Analyst

DeveoverIntegrator

Figure 6-2: Value flow mapping

The arrows indicate how value flows from one stakeholder to another. The

stakeholder at the tail end of the arrow is provider of a certain value. On the other hand,

the stakeholder at the end of the arrow receives the value. In many occasions, a

stakeholder may provide and receive value from another stakeholder as well.
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Let's exemplify the value flow map through the eyes of SAP Project Manager (PM).

SAP Project
Sponsor

System

Integrators
4

SAP Project Business
Manager 6 End-Users

13
Change

Technical Functional Mgmt. Lead
Team Lead Team Lead

Figure 6-3: Example of value flow

1. Technical Team Lead manages the technical team and provides 'Infrastructure and

system development support' value to PM.

2. Functional Team Lead manages the business team and provides 'Business process

management and implementation support' value to PM.

3. Change Management Lead provides 'Change management assistance' value to PM.

4. System Integrators provide 'Implementation partner support' value to PM.

5. The PM provides 'SAP system and project management' value to SAP Project

Sponsor.

6. The PM provides 'SAP real-time data, processes, and applications' value to the

Business End-Users.
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6.4 SAP System: An enterprise context
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Figure 6-4: Enterprise context of SAP system

Figure 6-4 is adopted from MIT course ESD.34 and originally authored by

Professor Edward Crawley. As per the picture, the SAP eco-system sits within an

enterprise. In some cases, there is a possibility that the SAP eco-system may sit in

between two or more enterprises. The enterprise brings many of its internal strengths

together to select, design, operate and implement a SAP eco-system. Important internal

strengths include SAP project/program organization, human skills, other information

systems and engineering tools. Obviously, the corporate culture has a strong impact on

the SAP eco-system as well. Change management is the tool that helps mitigate the risks

posed by the corporate culture. In sum, the way the enterprise operates has a strong

influence on making the SAP eco-system as dependable system architecture for an

enterprise.
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6.5 Societal context
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Figure 6-5: Societal context of SAP system

Figure 6-5 is adopted from MIT course ESD.34 and originally authored by

Professor Edward Crawley. As per the picture, influences on SAP eco-system

architecture often come from outside of the enterprise boundary. For example, global

economy, regulations and technology may impact the architecture. Therefore, the

elements outside the enterprise are often critical to the architectural success. It is safe to

conclude that 'dependable system architecture' must be capable of handling the impact

posed by the variables that are external to an enterprise. SAP eco-system includes

components such as mySAP ERP, mySAP PLM etc which are designed to meet the

challenges posed by the external elements. As a result, from a societal perspective, SAP

eco-system meets many of the criteria that are needed to make it 'dependable system

architecture'.
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6.6 Analysis into SAP stakeholders

SAP project organization requires highly skilled professionals to manage and run the

SAP eco-system. Special technical skills are often required to implement new processes

in the system. Traditionally, SAP program organizations hire external consultants to

perform some of these activities. If the business is growing, then an organization needs an

annual budget to spend on special consultants who offer critical services. The following

paragraph explains the major difference between system analysts in the United States and

Germany where SAP originated and developed.

In the US, system analysts are split into technical analysts and business analysts.

Business analysts have limited knowledge of SAP programming and technical analysts

have limited knowledge about business processes. This poses a major challenge in

implementation of SAP in the US. In Germany, there is not much difference between

business and technical analysts. System analysts know both business processes and SAP

programming.

In the US, segregation of duties between both business and technical analysts contribute

to major communication gaps that result in inefficient SAP implementations and cost

over runs. In US organizations, major politics emerge between these analyst groups. This

becomes a big road block in the smooth implementation of SAP. Many German

companies directly adapt SAP's BPs as their organization's BPs thereby reducing the

TCO over the long run. US companies resist adapting to SAP's BPs. This creates major

GAPS in the overall organization's processes and results in a higher TCO. An exception
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to this is the SAP implementation of Microsoft Corporation. Microsoft completely

adapted to SAP's BPs and runs its complete business operations using SAP and it has

realized efficiency and lower TCO in the use of SAP.

As per chapter 4, SAP uses its proprietary programming language ABAP for the

development of its application components. However, programmers can use ABAP or

Java to develop external interfaces or reports. ABAP is more like business programming

where as Java is a system and application programming environment. The aging ABAP

community possesses deep knowledge of the SAP system but resists migrating to Java.

This is causing big problems for the industry. When SAP talks about Java, it also faces a

huge hurdle of convincing a huge ABAP developer community to make use of Java so

that their previous SAP system knowledge could be exploited. On the other hand, it is

difficult for SAP to attract new programmers into SAP ABAP and attract new

programmers into SAP Java that requires an in depth knowledge of ABAP components as

well. This is going to be a huge challenge for SAP moving forward. This is one of the

reasons why many US companies outsource their SAP programming to countries such as

India and China.
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6.7. SAP Business value proposition to stakeholders

While the earlier chapters covered many of the strengths of SAP, this chapter focuses on

a very high level on business value proposition that SAP brings to its stakeholders. Use of

SAP eco-system brings the following benefits [13].

Better decision-making:

" Access the right information in real time in order to identify business concerns

early: SAP offers real time access to business information. There are thousands of

standard business reports available real time in the SAP system. For example,

General Ledger balance sheet can be run at any time of the day.

" Pursue potential market opportunities: Business reports and transactions often

combine together information from many business areas. This helps companies to

pursue market opportunities.

Improved Productivity, efficiency, and responsiveness:

" Extend the reach of business processes to connect more people in real time:

Connecting people, information and process real time is a key to the success of a

business. SAP helps accomplish this inside and outside the enterprise.

" Provide easy access to consolidated views of business processes: The business

processes in SAP are tightly integrated between functional areas such as Finance,

Materials Management and Sales & Distribution. This facilitates consolidated views

of business processes.

Reduced costs through increased flexibility:

e Deploy additional business functionality when needs evolve: SAP offers different

configuration options at the system level and at the architectural level. This helps to
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reduce costs and facilitate change. Additional functionalities can be easily delivered

to business-users with minimal effort.

* Protect and leverage the existing IT investments by integrating SAP with non-SAP

solutions: If the systems are integrated appropriately, it will help protect the

investment that was made in SAP and non-SAP solutions.

Adaptability to business change:

" Integrate end-to-end business processes: By integrating end-to-end BPs, the cycle

time between processes decreases. This improves adaptability to business change.

" Take advantage of the Web-based technologies: When appropriately developed,

most of the SAP application functionalities can be offered over the internet. This

will help in connecting with business partners, vendors and customers.

Reduced risk:

Implement additional mySAP ERP components with minimal disruption to ongoing

business processes: If the mySAP ERP is successfully implemented and running, it

is easy to add additional mySAP ERP components to the eco-system. During the

addition, on-going business processes are not impacted.

Hiher staff morale and productivity:

Boost staff morale and increase productivity: Business users can access the information

they want and when they want it. This reduces frustration and improves the workplace

morale. This improves individual productivity of the users and the overall productivity of

the business as well.
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7. SAP Support Solution

As we discussed in Chapter 2, survivability architecture and self-healing

architecture are vital in establishing dependable system architectures. These architectures

have strong relationships with system and service level management. Maintenance of a

SAP eco-system requires complex processes, sophisticated tools and well-trained people.

7.1 SAP Solution manager

To simplify the eco-system management, SAP offers a system called 'SAP

Solution Manager'. This is built on SAP WAS technology platform. As per [25], SAP

Solution Manager is a centralized solution management platform that provides the tools,

the integrated content, and the gateway to SAP that an enterprise needs to implement,

support, operate, and monitor its SAP solutions. SAP Solution Manager runs in the SAP

eco-system landscape and facilitates the technical support of distributed SAP systems.

As per [25], SAP Solution Manager:

" Minimizes the risk and increases the reliability (survivability) of SAP eco-system

solutions.

" Helps to reduce TCO throughout an SAP solution's life cycle.

" Helps companies to manage their core business processes and link business

processes to the underlying IT infrastructure.

" Supports both SAP and non-SAP software and helps companies to get more from

their existing SAP and IT investments.
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7.2 SAP Solution manager scenarios

The SAP Solution Manager supports the following scenarios [26]:

Implemenation of Solution Monitoring
SAP solutions - System monitoring

- SAP methods & tools - Business process monitoring
- Central system administration

- Customizing sync - EarlyWatch Alert / SL reporting

- E-leaming mgmt 9 Solution reporting
- Test management

Upgrade of CORE ,

SAP solutions cE- Service Desk
:3 - -Best Practices

" SAP methods & tools PROCESSES O for messaging
" E-learning mgmt. Integration of
- Test management 3rd-party help desks

* Solution Manager
.. Diagnostics

Change Request .. Delivery of
Management SAP Services
" Follows ITIL standards - Onsite/remote delivery
" Maintenance processes x SAP Safeguarding

MWA N **tf. ' 2A t% 4 ST" usiess$es now SAP,

Figure 7-1: Scenarios of SAP solution manager

1. Service Desk: Provides infrastructure for organizing and operating a solution-wide

support organization.

2. Implementation of SAP Solutions: Supports the implementation of projects and the

definition of template projects.

3. Upgrade of SAP Solutions: Supports the implementation of projects and the

definition of upgrade projects.

4. Change Request Management: Provides processes for managing change requests,

project management, and change logistics. (Completely aligned with ITIL)

5. Solution Monitoring Provides support for functionality such as Service-Level

Reporting, Early Watch Alert, Business Process Monitoring and System Monitoring.
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6. Delivery of SAP Services: Point of access to SAP remote services, on-site services

and self services.

7.3 IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL) support

ITIL [29] is the most widely accepted approach to IT service management in the

world. ITIL provides a cohesive set of best practice, drawn from the public and private

sectors internationally.
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Figure 7-2: ITIL Framework

Figure 7-2 shows the ITIL framework [27] from OGC. As indicated above,

Service Support and Service Delivery are considered to be the heart of the ITIL

framework for IT Service Management.

Service Delivery includes Service level management, Financial management for

IT services, Capacity management, IT service continuity management and Availability
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management. The following picture [28] shows how SAP supports 'Service Delivery'

component of ITIL with its various proprietary tools.

request

ITIL Processes

m Solution Manager Tools

covered by Service Support

- partly covered

Figure 7-3: SAP Service Delivery

Service Support includes Service desk, Incident management, Problem

management, Configuration management, Change management and Release management.

The following picture [28] shows how SAP supports 'Service Support' component of

ITIL with its various proprietary tools.

ITIL Processes

m Solution Manager Tools

covered by Service Delvery

far crwiue OW ohut eve t&*r

Figure 7-4: SAP Service Support
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Application management [27] provides an outline of the Application management

life cycle and is a guide for business users, developers and service managers of how

application can be managed from a service management perspective.

mIT Processes

mSolution Manager Tools
0 We AG.m- P

Figure 7-5: SAP Application Management

The picture [28] shows how SAP supports 'Application Management' component of ITIL

with its various proprietary management techniques, processes and tools.

7.4 Support solution improves dependability

Survivability specifications of systems decide the level of system support required

in an eco-system. SAP eco-system includes systems that perform a variety of functions.

Their survivability specifications are very different. To manage this complexity, SAP

offers SAP Solution Manager which is also part of the SAP eco-system. This improves

the dependability of the whole eco-system.
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8. Emerging Trend: Enterprise Services Architecture (ESA)

As per [21], SAP defines Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) as the following.

"SOA is an architectural style to achieve loose coupling among interacting software

agents. A service is a unit of work done by a service provider to achieve desired results

for a service consumer." One of the key ingredients [21] in SOA is Web Services (which

is a set of protocols and standards). Composite applications, event-driven, and process-

driven are the different styles of building applications within SOA. According to SAP,

Enterprise Services Architecture (ESA) is a business driven approach to SOA and SAP's

open architecture for adaptive business solutions.

8.1 Service oriented architecture (SOA)

Large enterprises are adopting SOA to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of

their underlying business processes. In the following figure, Forrester Research shows

that 67% of large enterprises are considering and/or pursuing SOA.

Number of Not using SOA Use/plan to use SOA
employees

4%

(0 to 999) E14% rr=28

Srnall enterprises % 11* 4 n=28
(1,000 to 4,999) IVo 14-

(20,00 or m ore)Tl

"How would you describe your firm's approechlstatus to service-orrnented architec Wre ISOAI?

U Don't know or nea applictile Pselected projects are Independendyg using 50A without a
| Not pursuing SCA and have no clew sir tg at the departmental orenterprise leveL

Immedate plararo do so We have only department-level strateglee fr SCA
PLan to beng pursuing S)A Witi 5 e have an enterprienl strategy and con'mmitmnens

(20 on000 or mrre)

Base:116 North American decision-makers famliar with programming technologies,
application software architecture, and application platforms

(percentages may not total 100 because of rounding)
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Figure 8-1: Use of SOA

In response to the emerging trend, SAP has come up with ESA as its answer to SOA. The

following paragraphs explain the ESA in detail.

8.2 ESA and SAP NetWeaver

According to SAP, ESA and SAP NetWeaver are not synonymous. ESA is the

blueprint to define SOA in SAP, where as SAP NetWeaver provides the tools that can be

used to follow this new architecture concept.

~TECHED

Figure 8-2: ESA with SAP NetWeaver

As per the above figure, SAP NetWeaver includes Enterprise services repository

and Model driven tools. These two components are essential to implement ESA.

Enterprise services repository catalogs all the available SAP services and the model

driven tools help to create ESA based applications. As a result, building composite

applications and service enabling SAP applications are possible.
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8.3 Key elements of ESA
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Figure 8-3: Key elements of ESA with SAP NetWeaver

As per [21], the key elements that support adaptation of Enterprise Services

Architecture are the following.

" People productivity: Improves because people and processes are linked.

* Embedded Analytics: Business intelligence receives real-time data. Milestone

monitoring and dashboards are possible.

" Service Composition: Common services repository to a whole enterprise.

" Service Enablement: Business, configuration, and execution models are available.

" Life-Cycle Management: Configuration through SAP Solution Manager is possible.

SAP Solution Manager concept has been discussed in chapter 10.
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8.4 ESA architectural dependability

Having discussed about ESA in detail, it is obvious that SAP addresses the

emerging trend effectively. Especially, as per [24], SAP's ESA is considered to be one of

the best in the industry. This shows SAP's technology leadership.

At the same time, ESA has been delivered with SAP's flagship product

NetWeaver. Thus SAP customers don't have to rely on outside software vendors to get

SOA delivered. To expose its application components as services, SAP uses 'Services

Repository'. Then to combine the services for creating complex business processes, SAP

offers development tools. This helps businesses in enabling flexibility of business model,

organization and technology. As a result, flexibility improves readiness to change and

ability to change rapidly. In sum, ESA enhances flexible adaptation to change which

ultimately improves the 'dependability of the SAP system architecture'.

8.5 Competition to provide SOA

While the ultimate platform leader remains to be seen, this research examines the

three major players emerging in the SOA standards: SAP NetWeaver, Microsoft's .NET,

and IBM WebSphere.

ESA via SAP NetWeaver

SAP NetWeaver is a comprehensive application integration platform. It provides an

enterprise services repository and a set of development tools for selecting appropriate

services to create new or composite business applications. SAP NetWeaver unifies
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integration technologies into a single platform and is pre-integrated into business

applications, thus reducing the need for custom solutions. The platform is based on

industry standards and can be extended with commonly used development tools such as

Java 2 Platform, J2EE, Microsoft .NET, and IBM WebSphere.

SOA via Microsoft .NET

As per Microsoft [22], .NET is Microsoft's web services strategy to connect information,

people, systems, and devices through software. Integrated across the Microsoft

platform, .NET technology provides the ability to quickly build, deploy, manage, and use

connected, security-enhanced solutions with web services. These web services form the

basis for the much wider SOA framework. Apart from web services, .NET based SOA

includes policies, practices, and frameworks by which the right services are provided and

consumed.

SOA via IBM WebSphere

As per IBM website [23], IBM WebSphere software provides businesses with integration

capabilities designed to maximize both flexibility and responsiveness. WebSphere

Application Server, the Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) and Web services-based

application server are currently available on number of platforms and provide a robust,

proven environment for Java applications. The WebSphere Application Server is the

foundation of IBM's Service-Oriented Architecture and offers a comprehensive set of

software tools supporting the full application development lifecycle for traditional

mainframes, Java and composite applications with sophisticated connectors.
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Gartner Research [24] places SAP, Microsoft and IBM in the Leaders Quadrant for Web

Services Platforms.

Challengers Leaders

I
Ability to
Execute

Niche Players Visionaries
- Completeness of Vision-

Source: Gartner (Jul 205)

Figure 8-4: Gartner's Magic Quadrant: Web services platform

Gartner [24] defines 'Leaders in Web Services Platforms' as "high-viability vendors with

proven track records in Web services, as well as vision and business investment that

indicate they are well-positioned for the future". Leaders do not necessarily offer the best

products for every customer project; however, they provide solutions that offer relatively

lower risk.

8.6 Recommendation to businesses

ESA is highly recommended for companies with an existing SAP eco-system. ESA uses

SAP's core technology and it is completely integrated and delivered on NetWeaver. So,

only existing SAP customers can reap most benefits out of ESA. On the other hand, ESA

is not recommended to non-SAP user companies. Since ESA exploits many features of

the Java or .Net based technologies, it is better for non-SAP companies to choose either

IBM WebSphere or Microsoft .Net based SOA.
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9. Case Study: SAP Auto ID Infrastructure (All)

9.1 Introduction

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is one of the most discussed technologies

today. It is an evolving technology and going through continual changes. Businesses are,

however, taking serious note of RFID and its impact on the bottom line. The biggest

industry concern is how to make use of this technology in a constantly changing

competitive business environment. One way is to integrate the RFID technology and data

to the existing enterprise systems seamlessly. This will ultimately lead to business

process improvement which can be translated into business process transparency and

flexibility. In this chapter, we will focus on the software company SAP AG's long-term

RFID strategy to meet the emerging needs of its enterprise customers. Also, we will study,

how the RFID strategy makes SAP eco-system more dependable for businesses. There

are already more than 35,000 customers who use core SAP as their enterprise system.

Therefore, SAP's Auto-ID strategy is critical to many businesses around the world.

SAP started its RFID corporate research in 1998 and began the development its

RFID solution in year 2001. In the year 2004, SAP delivered its RFID solution called

'SAP Auto-ID Infrastructure' or simply called as 'AI'. The recent release of All is

version 2.1. So far 19 customers have signed up for this solution and two customers SC

Johnson and Pacific Cycle have gone live with All successfully. While All was getting

developed, SAP geared all its technology solutions towards Enterprise Services

Architecture, an offshoot of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) concept. SAP offers
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complete business process level integration to ALL with other SAP solutions using its

Netweaver platform.

9.2 SAP RFID solution - architectural requirements

SAP predicts that RFID will not only replace some existing software, hardware or

technologies but also drive complex business processes. Therefore, SAP is developing its

Auto-ID Infrastructure (All) solution as a way to accomplish RFID enabled business

processes. Given that SAP has more than 35,000 customers worldwide, compliance to

different customer requirements is going to be difficult. It will necessitate SAP All to be

a highly configurable solution.

The next major challenge is going to be managing large amount of RFID data that

might come out of different RF devices. This mandates All solution to be highly reliable

and scalable. Also, All solution should be able to filter and analyze large amount of data

and provide only the value added data to underlying applications. Common internet

protocols could be used to satisfy the data communication requirements. Also, All should

be compatible with other SAP systems. This may require SAP to develop its All solution

using its ABAP programming language. SAP All needs to be built on the SAP's own

Web Application Server (WAS) technology. Use of the above mentioned technologies

will also help SAP to comply with its own Netweaver Integration platform. Therefore,

SAP not only looks at its huge customer base but also looks at the system components of

its own eco-system for requirements. This is a major challenge but an Enterprise

Software company like SAP AG has the ways and means to develop and deliver such a

solution. On the RFID end, the tag and reader technologies are constantly changing as no
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industry standard has emerged so far. As a result, SAP cannot build on hardware

compliance and integration at this time. So, it makes sense for SAP to get a RFID

integration middleware component from some established hardware vendors.

9.3 Technical architecture (SAP All)

Recently, SAP has delivered an All solution. As per [17], the following diagram

illustrates its high level technical architecture. This picture is nowhere close to complete.

Substantial improvements are expected in the next few years.

W S'TECHED

Figure 9-1: Technical Architecture of SAP All

Critical components [171 of All

1. Web Dynpro

SAP's Web Dynpro offers a design-time environment that allows its customers to model

and create browser-based user interfaces. It also provides a standards-based runtime
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environment that is device independent and bridges the gap between different platforms

like J2EE, ABAP, and .NET, and different Web browsers.

2. Rule engine & Activities

XML/PML is translated into appropriate ABAP (SAP's Programming Language) context.

Rules are assigned to business processes and activities are attached to the rules. The Rule:

Activity can be defined as 1:n. This means one activity can be used by many rules. This

part of All contains the application logic which reads and writes data from and to the

database.

External Components of the All eco-system

A. RFID Tag

RFID Tags include small chips that carry unique product codes (i.e. EPC information)

Different Tag Manufactures: Alien, Matrics, Philips, ST Micro etc.

B. RFID Reader

Readers wake the passive tags and identify the unique product code that is written on

them. In case of Active tags, readers just recognize the product code.

Different Readers Manufacturers: Alien, Matrics, Philips, Tagsys, ThingMagic etc.

C. Device controller

Device controller is a software component responsible for controlling the operation of

specific physical RFID readers. It enables operating and integrating of single RFID

device groups (logically grouped devices) in a location. This component includes

proprietary software code of RFID Middleware providers.

Device controller Software: Sun, Oat Systems, Microsoft, Intel, ConnecTerra etc.

D. SAP Exchange Infrastructure
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A powerful integration broker [13] that works well with various connectivity, format, and

protocol requirements of an IT landscape. It is a component of the SAP NetWeaver

platform and runs on the SAP Web Application Server (SAP Web AS).

E. SAP R/3 System

This is SAP's traditional core Enterprise Resource Planning system.

Network Protocols

i PML

Physical Mark-Up Language (PML) is used as a common language in the EPC global

Network to define data on physical objects.

ii. XML

XML (Extensible Markup Language) allows information and services to be encoded with

meaningful structure and semantics

ii IDoc

Intermediate Document (IDoc) is a data container for data exchange between SAP

systems or between an SAP system and an external system.

All Operation

An RFID reader reads a tag and sends the information to the device controller.

Device controller monitors the performance of the entire hardware environment from a

central console location and has interfaces to all hardware devices (readers, printers and

others). Device controller software integrates devices to the application software by

passing XML/PML data streams. The data streams go through different layers as shown
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in the architecture diagram. After the All data processing, the data is sent in XML format

to SAP's Exchange Infrastructure (XI). XI manages and passes the RFID data to different

SAP systems in an IDoc format. The backend systems are capable of receiving

information from XI through special Plug-Ins. Then, the data is processed by the

application logic of the corresponding R/3 system.

9.4 SAP RFID Solution - Integrated scenario
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Figure 9-2: SAP RFID -Integrated scenario

SAP All 2.1

The above diagram [17] depicts an SAP/RFID integration scenario for an

enterprise. The All 2.1 (the latest available version) includes two logical support

environments. The Java based SAP Web As provides services to Java based application
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components. The ABAP based SAP Web As provides services to ABAP (traditional SAP

development environment) based application components. The power of common SAP

Web AS goes beyond just supporting Java and ABAP. Java and ABAP can share a basic

SAP work process (worker thread) and work seamlessly. Therefore, a SAP logical work

unit (LUW) could consist of both Java and ABAP requests. The common SAP work

process then connects to the database for data inert, change/update and delete. Thus, all

these components make the complete and robust SAP All system.

SAP Exchange Infrastructure (XI 3.0)

This information broker sits in between SAP All and an organization's SAP eco-

system. This infrastructure includes plug-ins for different supported SAP systems. The

diagram above shows multiple versions of the same SAP systems that are available for

information exchange. Therefore, this middle layer ensures integration of different

system components across an enterprise landscape.

Supported SAP R/3 systems

In an organization, it is highly likely that multiple versions core SAP software are

being run to support different business areas and business processes. These systems are

customized significantly to meet the business needs. This type of business configuration

constantly goes through changes as the business need changes. These configurations are

applied to the application logics of the underlying SAP systems. These SAP systems are

capable of providing services to their independent application logics and the database.

However, one of the application logics supports the integration of external systems. This
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logic relies on the XI related plug-ins to accomplish efficient and seamless data transfer

between systems.

By using these different system components, an ordinary business process

becomes an RF-enabled business process thereby creating real business value. Also

creating composite applications with the use of SAP Netweaver platform is possible with

this setup. The next chapter details the integration of All with SAP Netweaver.

9.5 SAP NetWeaver platform & Auto-ID

AutoID
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Figure 9-3: SAP RFID & NetWeaver

SAP Enterprise Services Architecture (ESA) is a business-driven approach to

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) [21]. SAP NetWeaver product provides tools to
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implement the ESA concept. SAP NetWeaver also provides the Enterprise Services

Repository so that appropriate services can be published to create system independent or

composite applications. As we have seen before, All connects to the SAP Eco-system

through Exchange Infrastructure (XI), a NetWeaver component. With the combined

power of All and NetWeaver, RF-enabled business processes become reality. Potentially,

RFID related services could be published in Enterprise Repository that will make 'never

possible' complex business processes possible. Also, it is important to note that all of the

technology components described here are written and developed using SAP's native

language.

9.6 Future State: All with NetWeaver

Business Process Integraflon Powered By SAP Neffleaver

Today (All 4.0)
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Outbound Processing
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Figure 9-4: Future: SAP RFID & NetWeaver
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In the future, from All 4.0 release [17], SAP is aiming to power All with its sophisticated

NetWeaver platform. Combining All with NetWeaver adds agility to the responsiveness

of business processes which will immediately translate in to real business value. This

integration will allow All to make use of other Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)

features of NetWeaver. Actually, some of the All services can be published in to services

repository of NetWeaver. This will enable external systems to access the SAP Auto-ID

information seamlessly. Ad-hoc workflows could be built using Netweaver platform and

they could integrate people, processes and tools across different enterprises.
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9.7 All Implementation methodology

The author has developed an All Implementation methodology from his years of

experience with SAP system implementations.

Analysis Design Construction Implementation Support

Hardware / Software upgrades

Phase I. Analysis

* Requirements gathering

o Internal (Departments, warehouses, facilities etc.) This is internal to an

enterprise.

o External (Transporters, Distributors, Customers, Partners etc.) This is external

to an enterprise.

" RFID hardware selection (This process involves evaluating different hardware

vendors)

o Selection of tags (Tag price, tag performance, and tag vendor matters for long-

term planning)

o Selection of tag testing equipments (Use this equipment to test the tag every

step of the way)

o Selection of readers (Reader performance, compatibility with tags, adherence

to standards)

* Software selection
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o Selection of middleware software (SAP certified RFID middleware vendor is

recommended)

o Selection of ALL device controller (SAP certified All device controller vendor

should be chosen)

* SAP All

o Hardware selection (Identifying SAP certified hardware vendor is important

for long-term system support)

- Sizing (Make use of SAP AII sizing document for multiple hardwares)

o Software selection (Different All versions available. E.g. 2.0 and 2.1;

Different SAP application servers are available aswell)

* All version analysis & selection (This is critical for reducing future

maintenance and support costs)

o Operating system selection (This should be based on the IT environment of

the enterprise)

o Database selection (This should be based on the IT environment of the

enterprise)

o SAP Exchange Infrastructure (XI) version selection (This should be based on

the SAP environment of the enterprise)

" SAP All landscape preparation

o Documentation of different system components with technical specifications

" SAP Eco-System Landscape preparation

o Documentation of different SAP systems with technical specifications

" Finalize complete system specification
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* Identify business processes (BP) to be RF enabled (An ordinary BP becomes an RF-

Enabled BP)

* Perform GAP Analysis (Identify and document the process gaps between existing BP

and RF-BP)

* Documentation

Phase II. Design

" Prototyping

o Small scale system demo of SAP ALL and non-SAP All. i.e. RFID systems

" Build test systems

o Develop and Install SAP-Al and RFID test systems

" Translate requirements

o Converting requirements into functional and system forms

" Create RF enabled business process flow

o Develop and organize the new RF enabled BPs

" Design RF enabled business processes

* Create RF enabled business process review (BPRs) documents

* Document the Design

Phase III. Construction

" Develop and Install system components

" Develop and Install subsystems
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" Prepare test scripts (To facilitate the acceptance testing process across the enterprise)

* Perform unit testing

o Perform testing on individual system components to flush out glitches

" System Integration Testing

o Perform testing on the complete system to flush out glitches

" Perform stress testing (To check the system load handling or System throughput)

" Design performance metrics (To continually improve system performance)

" Documentation

Phase IV. Implementation

" Prepare training manuals

" End-user training (Train-the-trainer approach is recommended)

" System Go-live

" System performance tuning (To continually improve system performance)

Phase V. Support

" Execute SAP-All technical support

" Execute RF enabled business process support

" Disseminate enterprise-wide communication
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RFID Physics and Infrastructure

SAP recommends [17] its customers to adopt a phased approach while

implementing RFID or Auto-ID infrastructure. This is critical because RFID is an

evolving technology. The hardware/software standards are slowly emerging. There are

many compatibility issues between RFID tags and readers. However, SAP handles these

incompatibility issues through the additional architectural layer called 'Device Manager'

[17]. This device manager component is also slowly being designed and implemented.

This component will be integrated into All 4.0 as a core infrastructure.

Enhancing current processes

Current processes will receive more up-to-date information with the help of All.

For example, shipment level product tracking will expand to pallet level tracking and

item level (SKU level) tracking. With the advent of new data, the current processes may

create gaps within themselves. These gaps need to be identified and fixed. Then the next

step is going to be seamlessly integrating RFID data into the business processes.

RFID Enabled Processes

When processes get integrated with RFID, they truly become powerful RFID

enabled business processes. They are very different from traditional stand alone business
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processes. They need to be created using business process re-engineering techniques.

Also, documenting the difference between the traditional business processes and RFID

enabled business process is an important key step for any organization that is

implementing SAP All.

9.8 Business value proposition

Technology

EPC global standards

Unique ID and other standards
Hardware infrastructure/device mgmt.

Distributed auto-ID infrastructure
Master and transactional data systems _

Global data synchronization
Data security and storage -qS
Collaborative work flows -

Processes
Aerospace and defense enabled by RFID

Consumer products and retail
Pharmaceutical industry

Automotive and discrete manufacturing
Service industries (LSP/postal services/airports)

High-tech and consumer electronics
Oil and gas/process industries

Industries Others

FTECHED

Figure 9-5: SAP RFID: Business value proposition

This picture [17] depicts Technology, RFID enabled processes and respective industries

in three different perpendicular axes. However, when we look at the enabled processes

and industries the worth of underlying business value emerges.

* SAP customers could bring down the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) by using SAP

All. This is because most of the integration issues will be taken care by SAP.
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" While RFID technology keeps evolving, a software company like SAP should be able

to cope up with changes and deliver patches and value added software solutions to its

customers consistently.

" SAP is a well known Enterprise Resource Planning system. By integrating the RFID

data, SAP's standard business processes become even more valuable. This will help

to improve the efficiency of the whole enterprise system and the enterprise that it

serves.

9.9 All enhances dependability of SAP eco-system

From the elaborate discussion in this chapter, it is evident that organizations that use SAP

eco-system have many benefits to reap from implementing SAP All. All Implementation

is going to be complex; however, the use of RIFD data with organization's business

processes will immediately help improve the business' bottom line.

SAP ALL is evolving and it will be integrated later into the SAP NetWeaver stack. Since

All is built on SAP's standard technology platform WAS, stability of the NetWeaver

stack won't be threatened. While responding to the emerging business needs, All along

with standard platform, protocols and technology will improve the 'dependability' of the

SAP eco-system architecture.
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10. Case Study: On-Demand Customer Relationship

Management (CRM)

10.1 Architectural requirements

As per Gartner, major businesses worldwide will boost marketing and advertising in the

next few years. Following are some of the reasons.

" Understanding of the strategic value that marketing brings to the rest of the

company.

" To leverage technology and process automation to empower Marketing and Sales to

cultivate growth opportunities.

" IT departments are slow to react to the growth agendas of Sales and Marketing

departments.

" Mid and small size companies can't afford to implement an enterprise CRM system

and maintain competitive edge in the marketplace at the same time.

Therefore, this case study primarily analyzes three solutions that are developed to meet

these architectural requirements. (Salesforce.com, SAP on-Demand CRM and Oracle-

Siebel CRM OnDemand)

10.2 On-Demand CRM solutions

10.2.1 Salesforce.com

As per [31], AppExchange OS, salesforce.com's new on-demand operating system,

allows companies to manage and share CRM and custom business applications in a single

environment - with one data model, one sharing model, and one user interface. This
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software model may be easy to implement and use. This simplified architecture is very

suitable and manageable for small and mid sized businesses. With salesforce.com, when

the system or user base grows, there is no concept of moving to a traditional software

environment. The CRM environment will still operate from the hosted environment.

10.2.2 SAP on-Demand CRM

SAP recently offered SAP on-Demand CRM to its customers. This on-demand CRM uses

the same architecture, underlying technology and data model of its standard mySAP

CRM solution. This on-demand version is available from SAP for a price. When the

organizations grow SAP will offer smooth transition from On-demand version to mySAP

CRM. Analysis shows that on-demand CRM from SAP is not different from mySAP

CRM but only offers only hosting operational advantages. Still, this may not be a perfect

solution for small and mid-sized businesses because this solution by SAP's own

definition will bring all the complexities of mySAP CRM. So, small and midsized

companies cannot implement this complex solution and maintain competitive edge in the

marketplace at the same time.

10.2.3 Oracle-Siebel CRM OnDemand

As per [32], Siebel CRM OnDemand is available as hosted and on-premise software

version. It also offers a web services toolkit that enables customers to meet their unique

integration needs with legacy and third-party applications using web services standards.

This is very similar to SAP on-demand CRM model.
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10.3 On-Demand CRM Conclusions

While comparing these three solutions, salesforce.com clearly stands out as unique. Its

architecture and data model are much simpler than that of two other solutions. Based on

the simplicity, salesforce.com is highly recommended for small and mid sized businesses.

Organizations with existing mySAP CRM and Siebel CRM implementations can go for

the respective on-demand hosted CRM solutions if that model reduces the TCO.
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11. Conclusion

This thesis established a definition for Dependable System Architecture and

criteria to evaluate such architecture. SAP, a leading ERP system, was selected for the

evaluation. The evaluation criteria employed system frameworks, concepts, tools,

components and methodologies. During the process of evaluation, the thesis touched

upon many different architectural evaluations such as technical, operational,

implementation and service and support.

In the process of identifying dependable system architecture, it is critical to

analyze the strengths and weaknesses of architecture. So, this thesis critiqued the

strengths and weaknesses of SAP architecture and its eco-system. The critique has lead to

a conclusion that high level of diligence is required to run the SAP system.

While offering some important benefits such as 'application integration' and

'standard platform', SAP also comes with lot of complexity. So, it is clear that a

dedicated SAP support team is required to reap the real business benefits out of SAP. The

support team with the help of SAP Program Management should proactively keep the

software of the SAP eco-system up to date and 'software change' in control.

Analysis of past and present trends in SAP technology shows SAP's technology

leadership in the enterprise software industry. SAP's solution offerings are well aligned

with the goals and objectives of SAP Company. SAP's solutions are also focused on
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meeting the goals and objectives of its more than 35,000 customers. This indicates the

business value proposition of SAP to the business world.

After multiple analysis and evaluations, this thesis concludes that the SAP eco-

system does provide Dependable System Architecture for businesses. Furthermore, based

on the very definition, Dependable System Architecture emerges in order to meet the

goals and objectives of the stakeholders within SAP's surrounding business context.

Strengths and weaknesses of SAP and learning from the case studies reveal that

SAP's technologies are developed to meet the emerging needs of businesses. However,

some of SAP's technologies are still evolving. Especially, SAP's ESA may not bring

immediate ROI to SAP AG but will cost SAP AG lot of resources. SAP's RFID solution

is not nearly complete and its on-demand CRM solution model may not succeed with its

customer base. Therefore, SAP has lot of obstacles and challenges in the years ahead.

To meet the challenges and respond to the competition from Oracle, this thesis

recommends SAP to adapt a clear strategy to become a platform leader. Becoming a

platform leader is one of the ways to maintain competitive advantage in the enterprise

software industry.
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